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ChatCard and the accompanying ChatCard Online
prepaid calling card management system have
proven to be the world’s leading Inmarsat
CrewCalling service, with thousands of vessels
andtens of thousands of crewmembers globally,
taking advantage of this great offering. Inmarsat
is very aware of the social calling requirements of
seafarers, but also of the needs of the maritime
companies to minimize the administrative effort to
provide this to their crew. Therefore, in addition to
ChatCard Online, has now developed myChatCard.

>

myChatCard is an online tool available directly
from our public website which allows
crewmembers to view their current ChatCard
balance, reload their ChatCard or order a new
eChatCard, using their credit card*. Access to
myChatCard service can be enabled on your
ChatCard Online account by your Account
Manager. If myChatCard is not enabled for the
ChatCard Online account to which the card
belongs, the crewmember can view their balance
but will not be permitted to reload the card or
order a card within this service. In this case, they
will use the normal method through their
employer or ChatCard supplier.

>

With ChatCard, shipping companies can allow their
crew the chance to talk to home without having to
worry about credit checks, bills, switching SIMcards, or the compatibility of cards and services.
The ChatCard Reload also offers many unique
advantages for large companies and individual
users alike. Now with myChatCard, shipping
companies can offer ChatCards with absolutely no
administrative effort and the crewmembers will
have the advantage of managing their own cards.

* credit card is billed the amount which includes price of units ordered,
applicable taxes based on registry of credit card and a credit card transaction
fee of 4.25%.
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